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Marcie Cohen Ferris gathers a constellation of leading journalists, farmers, chefs, entrepreneurs,
scholars, and food activists—along with photographer Baxter Miller— to offer a deeply
immersive portrait of North Carolina's contemporary food landscape. Ranging from manifesto to
elegy, Edible North Carolina's essays, photographs, interviews, and recipes combine for a
beautifully revealing journey across the lands and waters of a state that exemplifies the
complexities of American food and identity. While North Carolina's food heritage is grounded in
core ingredients and the proximity of farm to table, this book reveals striking differences among
food-centered cultures and businesses across the state. Documenting disparities among
people's access to food and farmland—and highlighting community and state efforts toward
fundamental solutions—Edible North Carolina shows how culinary excellence,
entrepreneurship, and the struggle for racial justice converge in shaping food equity, not only for
North Carolinians, but for all Americans.Starting with Vivian Howard, star of PBS's A Chef's Life,
who wrote the foreword, the contributors include Shorlette Ammons, Karen Amspacher, Victoria
Bouloubasis, Katy Clune, Gabe Cumming, Marcie Cohen Ferris, Sandra Gutierrez, Tom
Hanchett, Michelle King, Cheetie Kumar, Courtney Lewis, Malinda Maynor Lowery, Ronni Lundy,
Keia Mastrianni, April McGreger, Baxter Miller, Ricky Moore, Carla Norwood, Kathleen Purvis,
Andrea Reusing, Bill Smith, Maia Surdam, and Andrea Weigl.

From one of the most important voices in southern foodways, Edible North Carolina illustrates
the state's profound richness, vitality, and influence. Marcie Cohen Ferris brings together
dynamic local thought leaders and producers who explore North Carolina's complex agricultural,
migratory, and racial histories, while also capturing the pulse of a constantly evolving region and
evoking an exciting food future."-Von Diaz, author of Coconuts & Collards: Recipes and Stories
from Puerto Rico to the Deep SouthDrawing together many perspectives, Marcie Cohen Ferris
helps us understand the complex history and the exciting future of North Carolina's food
movement. She gives deeper meaning to the concept of intersectionality from her 'edible point of
view.'"-Toni Tipton-Martin, author of Jubilee: Recipes from Two Centuries of African American
Cooking and The Jemima Code: Two Centuries of African American CookbooksA true
celebration of the abundance of North Carolina: rich in natural resources, nuanced food culture,
and adept storytellers."-Chef Gregory and Subrina Collier, founders of the BayHaven Food &
Wine Festival and BayHaven Restaurant Group, including Leah & Louise and Uptown YolkWe're
in awe of the breadth and depth of this portrait of contemporary food culture in the Tar Heel
State. The recipes-which are so wonderfully personal-and the illustrations bring the essays to
life. It is glorious!"-Matt Lee and Ted Lee, authors of The Lee Bros. Southern Cookbook: Stories
and Recipes for Southerners and Would-Be SouthernersA vibrant gastronomic biography of my



ancestral state. Drawing on the lives and wisdom journeys of many of North Carolina's key
culinarians, this book highlights people who put the state on the map as a foodscape to revere
and savor. I love North Carolina and I love Marcie's newest love letter to it."-Michael Twitty,
author of The Cooking Gene: A Journey through African American Culinary History in the Old
South and Rice: A Savor the South Cookbook--This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewA
vibrant gastronomic biography of my ancestral state. Drawing on the lives and wisdom journeys
of many of North Carolina's key culinarians, this book highlights people who put the state on the
map as a foodscape to revere and savor. I love North Carolina and I love Marcie's newest love
letter to it."—Michael Twitty, author of The Cooking Gene: A Journey through African American
Culinary History in the Old South and Rice: A Savor the South Cookbook--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorMarcie Cohen Ferris, author of The Edible South: The Power
of Food and the Making of an American Region and Matzoh Ball Gumbo: Culinary Tales of the
Jewish South, is professor emerita of American studies at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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HOWARDForewordI grew up on a working farm in rural eastern North Carolina. Tobacco, corn,
cotton, and hogs organized our year and made the rules for where we could go and when.
Tobacco, the cash crop without a rival, required every hand in the family from June to
September. Cotton and corn siphoned up spring and early fall. Pigs squealed for attention every
dang day. We didn’t travel far, and we didn’t travel a lot. Aside from sporadic road trips to Florida
to visit my aunt, I didn’t leave the state of North Carolina until I was fifteen (except for that time
we crossed over into Gatlinburg, Tennessee, for just a minute when I was eight).I wasn’t happy
about it. I saw the rest of the world on TV and I wanted a taste of it. I wanted to go to London and
nosh on fish and chips with Princess Di. I wanted to flit up to Martha’s Vineyard and flirt with JFK
Junior over a clambake. I had a deep desire to order take-out that came with chopsticks. My
parents heard none of it. With every request for a plane ticket, Mom met me with, “North
Carolina’s got it all, Vivian. We’ve got beaches. We’ve got rolling hills, AND we’ve got mountains.
You could live your whole life and never leave here.”I heard none of that. Actually, I heard all of it
loud and clear, and looking back I think the fear of doing what my mom suggested—living my
whole life trapped inside North Carolina—closed my eyes and dulled my senses to the variety of
tastes, smells, and natural majesty my state did in fact offer. There were moments when North
Carolina did successfully grab my attention—vignettes that live in my memory, scenes that rush
forward when triggered and to this day confirm my mom’s mantra about North Carolina.I’ll never
forget the January morning in the mid-eighties when my dad spontaneously decided we’d skip
church and take a day trip to Ocracoke. The long, desolate drive from the flat farmland of eastern
North Carolina followed by a foggy, cold ferry ride made landing on the sliver of an island in the
Atlantic feel as if we had stepped into another world. I panicked as my dad drove around looking
for somewhere to eat. Everything was closed, boarded up even. I was seven years old and
irritably hungry. And then there was a place, a general store with flickering light and warm,
steamy insides. We got hot chocolates and something the woman at the counter called light
rolls. She said they were fresh out of the oven. They smelled like butter and yeast and had shiny,
slick tops. The three of us huddled around a tall table and ate standing up: the rolls’ soft, puffy



crumb and faint sweetness tasted like the best and last thing on earth.There were our annual
family vacations snatched over a weekend between harvest season and the holidays. Three
teenagers, one kid (me), two parents, and a pile of sausage biscuits lumbered out of the
driveway at 3:00 A.M. headed for the North Carolina mountains. We did the same thing every
year, leaving far before dawn so we could gawk at the leaves, swing by Tweetsie Railroad, pick
up baskets of apples and gallons of cider, then turn around and head home before sunset. In line
before they opened, we always stopped first at the Daniel Boone Inn. There we traded our
region’s sausage biscuits for the mountains’ country ham. Served family style, breakfast at the
Daniel Boone Inn was the rare occasion I was master of my destiny, building a plate with the
absolute best thing about the mountains—a mound of fried apples and a trio of ham
biscuits.Other moments stand out, too—snapshots from my North Carolina childhood. There
was the port wine cheese with crackers and my first bite of chocolate chess pie at the Angus
Barn in Raleigh. Both marked my earliest brush with sophisticated tastes. The cheese was
luxurious and spreadable. Its sharp notes woke my nose and made my tongue tingle. The pie
was rich, earthy, and creamy and reminded me of something from France, if I had ever eaten
anything from France. At once the fanciest, grandest place I had ever seen and the only time I
had been allowed to order dessert in a restaurant, the Angus Barn highlighted a city’s ability to
provide a more refined experience than the country ever could.There was the time my
seventeen-year-old sister was forced to bring me along with her to Emerald Isle for the day. She
had hoped to spend the afternoon at the beach drinking wine coolers and smoking cigarettes
with her friends. Instead she had a seven-year-old in tow who, despite living just an hour from
the North Carolina coast, had never so much as dipped a toe in the Atlantic Ocean. While a loss
for my sister, this trip was a definite win for me. Headed back home in my sister’s red Somerset
Regal, hungry, sunburned, and sandy, I stared up through the driver’s side window as my sister
ordered two shrimp burgers, two fries, and two Pepsis from a woman with a notepad and a visor
that read “El’s Drive In.” I wondered if that was El herself, and I wondered if I’d feel good about
this. When the woman returned and my sister pitched my burger into the back, I gobbled it up
and marveled at how tiny fried shrimp smashed together with slaw and cocktail sauce between a
soft white bun was so much more than the sum of its parts. It was my first taste of the beach and,
from then on, the perfect end of a day spent in the sun and sand.Like I promised myself, I moved
away from North Carolina as soon as possible. I went to boarding school in Virginia. I spent a
summer in Connecticut. I studied abroad in Argentina, backpacked through Europe, and at the
age of twenty-two moved to New York, where I thought I’d most definitely live forever. A lot
happened during the fifteen years I spent outside of eastern North Carolina. I found that
wherever I went, the food of that place was what helped me define its culture and better
understand its people. And then, probably because I said I never would, I moved back home.
Only now, I saw it through the prism of all the other places I had been. I tasted wood-smoked,
vinegar-laced whole-hog BBQ and appreciated how distinct it was from all the other ’Q out there.
I became aware of backyard gardens and marveled at how many people still grew the food they



ate. I went to covered-dish lunches at my mom’s church and noted the variety in the everyday—
deviled eggs adorned with a dozen different garnishes, chicken pastry, chicken slick, and
chicken and rice, turnip greens stewed with sausage, collard greens simmered with ham hock,
and salad “kilt” with hot bacon grease.I saw new influences, too. Taco trucks, Chinese buffets,
and Asian markets dotted strip malls and roadsides in large and small towns across the state.
Restaurants with a laser focus on the food of other cultures thrived and drove the collective
excitement around dining out. Consecutive waves of new North Carolinians were adding depth
and variety to the state’s food landscape. And although I grew up here, I felt like one of these
new North Carolinians with fresh perspective and a point of view that had the potential to push
our state’s food culture forward. This book is a collection of voices much like my own. Farmers,
chefs, artisans, writers, and home cooks who come from different backgrounds, celebrate
different ingredients, and raise up disparate foodways. These essays and the people who wrote
them provide a snapshot of what it looks like when a place shapes our food traditions and when
our food traditions reshape a place. In this case, that place is North Carolina. From the Outer
Banks to the Blue Ridge Mountains and all the farming communities, small towns, and cities in
between, I can hardly think of a more exciting place to live and eat.MARCIE COHEN
FERRISIntroductionAn Edible North Carolina HistoryEdible North Carolina: A Journey across a
State of Flavor is the story of the contemporary food landscape in a state deeply tied to its rural
heritage and, most important, to the flavor of its distinctive regions—the outer coastal plain, the
inner coastal plain or what most folks call eastern North Carolina, the Piedmont, and the
mountains. What sets North Carolina’s food movement apart from others is its historic food
heritage—a complex language of core ingredients and the interrelations of racism, land, and
labor—the proximity of farm to table, the comradery of the present-day food community, and the
powerful edible point of view expressed across the state. North Carolina’s culinary inventiveness
is fostered by the state’s biodiversity (its unusual range of climate, soil, water, altitude, and year-
round growing season), varied food economies, tourism, new and shifting populations, and
expansive academic resources. Rural and metropolitan regions are close by, creating both
challenges and opportunities for the state’s many small, diversified farms and their farmers.
Dynamic as the present-day food economy appears, we witness its fragility as global forces
affect our daily lives and tables. The COVID pandemic, the immigration crisis, the nation’s
political rifts, and the strong storms spawned by a warming climate threaten the daily food
supply and economic livelihoods of thousands of North Carolinians in ways unimaginable in the
past.“This week in North Carolina is what the menu is going to be.”—AARON VANDERMARK,
chef/owner, Pancuito, Hillsborough, North Carolina, June 4, 2019Now more than ever we
viscerally understand what it means to lose local farms, entrepreneurs, food markets, food
banks, school cafeterias, beloved neighborhood restaurants, and landmark food venues. In this
book, twenty diverse individuals across North Carolina take us on a journey to explore this
changing state of flavor and its meaning for generations to come. Through their stories, we
collectively examine how North Carolinians—despite these challenging times and, for many,



because of these very challenges—are passionately reengaging with, reinventing, and
reclaiming the vibrant food that is theirs and ours.A generation of small-scale farmers,
sustainable food system activists, food entrepreneurs, aggregators, and chef founders of what
has been called New Southern cuisine in the 1980s inspired and laid the foundations of North
Carolina’s contemporary local food movement. Today that food movement is led by the next
generation of young and midcareer people, some native to the state, others recently arrived from
other states and countries. The movement is noteworthy for the number of women among its
leaders. If the movement had a manifesto, it would proclaim a commitment to healthy, local,
sustainable food for all that honors the great diversity of our people; protects our land, animals,
plants, air, and water; fosters joy and flavor; tells a story of place through ingredients; and
secures the right of all North Carolinians to food sovereignty, food equity, and food
justice.Agriculture and fisheries are the foundation of North Carolina’s foodways, and both
sectors face contemporary obstacles. Structural racism, sexual harassment, and inequity exist
from field to processing plants to restaurants. Our state’s local food systems—the sustainable,
regional processes involved in feeding people, from growing to consuming, defined by place and
people—have been diminished by a national diet bound to industrial agriculture and its
production of refined and processed foods. North Carolina is losing farmland and aging farmers
and fishers to debt and financial loss, increased regulation, globalization, industrial
consolidation, and issues related to climate change and environmental pollution. Urban areas in
North Carolina have prospered as rural counties have experienced economic and population
decline—a “political-economic divide” reflected in the 2020 presidential election.1 Land loss is
much worse for Black North Carolinians. From the late 1970s to the early 2000s, the number of
African American–owned farms in the state declined by 70 percent.2 Thousands of food-
insecure North Carolinians experience daily hunger and food insecurity. Food writer and scholar
Kelly Alexander notes, “Our local food scene has grown at the expense of local people being
able to access it.”3In 2018, food activist and chef Bryant Terry spoke about the power of the food
movement in North Carolina at a statewide summit that brought together 150 chefs, food
entrepreneurs, nonprofit leaders, and public health professionals. He urged them to recognize
their role at this history-making moment in America and to address the intersection of food
justice, sexism, and antiracism in their work. Increasing numbers of younger farmers and food
entrepreneurs—including more women and Black, Latinx, and Asian Americans—are growing
and making food in North Carolina, and their business plans lead with social change, racial and
gender equity, community empowerment, and environmental sustainability.4 Food is never
distant in this state, from the coast’s historic fishing operations to the industrial growers of
eastern Carolina, the small-scale farms of the Piedmont, and the vineyards, orchards, and family
farms of the mountains. Each era has shaped the evolving food narrative of this distinctive place
and created the food landscapes we encounter in the state today. Before we explore North
Carolina’s contemporary food landscapes and ponder what lies beyond the rapidly shifting times
in which we live, it is helpful to examine the history of our food, farming, and fishing heritage in



North Carolina, including issues, innovations, and struggles that endure today. The summary
that follows showcases critical moments and people who reflect North Carolina’s racial and
ethnic diversity and the power of women’s leadership. I hope that this brief taste of place will
inspire readers to explore further the long arc of North Carolina’s rich culture of food, soil, and
water from the Outer Banks to the Blue Ridge.North Carolina Food—An Edible HistoryThe first
Carolinians arrived in the region more than 10,000 years ago, and food is at the heart of origin
stories of both the Tuscarora and Cherokee peoples.5 Tribal narratives include powerful
accounts of famine in a cold, northern world where starvation forced a long migration eastward
in search of food. That journey brought Indigenous people to the Southeast, a region with
abundant food resources. Eastern Indians hunted white-tailed deer, black bear, and wild turkey;
fished for freshwater and saltwater fish and shellfish; and gathered berries, nuts, greens, and
seeds.6 A transition from hunting large animals, trapping small game, fishing, and foraging
occurred as farming, or the domestication of native plants into food crops such as the sunflower,
was well established in precontact Carolina by the year 1200. From Mesoamerica, maize, or
corn, became the staple food crop of Indigenous people in the region. Archaeologist Rachel
Briggs describes this hominy foodway as “not a singular dish but rather the life-sustaining staple
foodways for Native groups in the Eastern Woodlands.”7 During the first settler-colonization
efforts in the 1650s in the Outer Banks and Albemarle region of North Carolina, Europeans
observed the successful farming of the Tuscarora tribes and their strong agricultural economy
controlled by native women who grew corn, tobacco, beans, and squash.The Sara Indians lived
in the North Carolina Piedmont near the Dan River in this same era. Archaeological studies
show evidence of small-grain crops such as sumpweed, whose oily kernels were added to
breads and stews. Hickory nuts were gathered in the fall and stored for later use. The crushed
nut meat was used in soups and to create a nut milk high in fat and plant protein. Corn was
roasted and eaten on the cob after it was picked in the late summer, but much was dried and
stored. Sofkee was made from pounding dried corn kernels and, like beans and squash, was
added to stews, soups, and bread. European trade with the Sara brought deadly epidemics and
devastating loss of life that the tribe attempted to control with intensive communal rituals that
included large feasts and purification and renewal events, such as the annual Green Corn
ceremony or busk.8 The diet of the Sara and other Indigenous peoples in the region in this era—
maize, grains, beans, squashes, nuts, persimmons, grapes, other fruits, small game, and fish—
are the foundational foodways of North Carolina.Today these Indigenous foods and dishes from
North Carolina’s First People preserve memories of community, ingenuity, resilience, trauma,
and resistance into the present. In the spring of 2021, an orchard—apple, peach, pomegranate,
fig, persimmon, and blueberry—was planted at the Lumbee Tribe Cultural Center in Maxton. The
orchard and grapevines, alongside a greenhouse and garden, provide locally grown, seasonal
produce for the Lumbee people, building food sovereignty and reintroducing native plants
important to the community.Throughout the mid-1700s, English settler-colonists sought land to
farm as they migrated south from eastern Virginia into the coastal Albemarle region, followed by



Scots-Irish and German migrants, also in search of farmland. They traveled to the North Carolina
Piedmont and backcountry on the long wagon road and trading paths from Pennsylvania and the
Chesapeake. Historian Alfred Crosby describes the “ecological imperialism” of European
settlers who permanently altered the native ecosystem as they cut down forests, built fences,
and freely grazed hungry cattle and horses.9 Their economies were extractive, and they valued
land for what it could produce quickly. Their sense of impermanence was palpable, especially in
the mid-1600s Albemarle region where temporary dwellings housed sparsely settled colonists
as they tried to turn a fast profit from tobacco before they succumbed to disease.A greater sense
of permanence was possible as a more diversified subsistence agriculture became the
livelihood of most white North Carolinians from the Piedmont west to the foothills and the
mountains in the first decades of the 1700s. The typical white yeoman farmer could not afford
enslaved labor. On small farms that ranged from one hundred acres to far less, families raised
corn, wheat, cattle, hogs, chickens, and fruit trees. Tobacco was their cash crop, and pork was
their meat of choice, given how well it stored after curing in a smokehouse. In the Piedmont and
western foothills, German immigrants slow cooked pork shoulders. They valued the fatty,
flavorful cut, which they basted with a lightly sweetened tomato sauce, replaced by commercially
produced ketchup when it became available in the late 1800s.10 Leftover parts of the pig mixed
with cornmeal, flour, and spices became livermush, a popular sausagelike food. Turnips and
other greens, squash of all kinds, beans, cucumbers, onions, peas, watermelons, Irish potatoes,
and sweet potatoes were grown for the family table, and any surplus was traded in town.11
Apple and cherry trees grew in the yard, and wild persimmon trees in neighboring woods. What
corn they didn’t sell or store for later use was eaten on the cob, as cornbread, hominy grits,
hoecakes, and mush. They fed corn to animals and used it to make corn whiskey—cracked corn
or moonshine—a critical cash crop. Small farmers sold their grain, beef, and pork through local
and export markets. By the mid-twentieth century, the Piedmont was known for its dairies and
dairy farms.The barrier islands known as the Outer Banks off the coast of North Carolina were
home to the Sioux, Iroquois, and Algonquian peoples, tribal groups who experienced the earliest
contact with European explorers in the 1580s. Years of conflict and disease endured by Native
people and the failed attempt by English colonizers to establish a settlement at Roanoke Island
left the remote region sparsely settled for another century.12 By the early 1800s, resilient Outer
Bankers from the Core Sound region in Carteret County up to Corolla in Currituck County near
the Virginia border provided for their families by fishing, hunting, and other water-related work on
the inlets and sounds. The intersection of the northern-born cold waters of the Labrador Current
and the southern warm waters of the Gulf Stream off the coast assured great varieties of fish.
The commercial fishing industry came to the region later in the nineteenth century due to the
Outer Banks’ distance from major markets, insufficient transportation, and lack of refrigeration
for perishable fish.13 Banks families ate every sort of fish from the waters but also kept a cow, a
few chickens, and always a garden patch for potatoes, onions, collards, and beets.14 Fig trees,
wild grapes, and berries were plentiful. The fig cakes of Ocracoke Island remain a beloved food



tradition in the region today.In the mountains, Scots-Irish migrated in the late 1700s to the coves
and valleys near the French Broad River, where they established subsistence farms defined by
the challenging topography and short growing season.15 Small fields for corn and garden
patches for vegetables were situated in flatter land that backed up to the mountain ridges. Here,
as writer and western North Carolina native Sheri Castle explains, “the usefulness of a crop was
measured by how well it could be preserved through the winter.”16 Green runner beans, beans
for soup, beets, speckled butter beans, cowpeas, corn to ferment, dry, and grind, cabbage,
carrots, cucumbers, Irish potatoes, onions, candy roaster squash or cushaw, parsnips,
pumpkins, apples, grapes, summer squash, sweet potatoes, turnips, and sorghum for
sweetening were core foods of mountain families.17 Livestock ranged the woods for acorn mast
and other nuts and fruits. Brook trout were abundant in mountain streams until logging damaged
their habitat. Locals foraged in the spring for ramps (a wild onion) and morel mushrooms, and in
the summer for blackberries and gooseberries. By the late 1820s, an important trading route
along the French Broad River, the Buncombe Turnpike, was used by drovers to move cattle,
hogs, mules, and fowl to regional livestock markets.18 Railroad shipping brought the great
drives to an end after the Civil War. Tobacco also became an important cash crop in the
mountain hollers.In eastern North Carolina, the sandy coastal plain provided excellent growing
conditions for tobacco and cotton, where large plantations thrived, and white wealth was built.
Although never as extensive here as in the bordering states of Virginia and South Carolina, the
plantation system was organized around the intensive labor of enslaved workers, who also
oversaw prized hogs, cattle, horses, and mules, fields of corn, additional row crops, and large
vegetable gardens for the slaveholding family. Collard and other greens flourished here, as did
scuppernong and muscadine grapes and chinquapins, a petite relative of the chestnut. Whole
hogs were slow cooked over wood coals and flavored with a vinegary pepper sauce crafted by
African American pit masters in the region. Peanuts were also important, and in 1919, a local
fertilizer and farm supply company, Powell and Stokes, expanded to buy peanuts and cotton,
and later founded Bertie County Peanuts in Windsor. In the lower Cape Fear River region near
Wilmington—the northernmost end of the Lowcountry—rice grew on plantations, like Orton and
Kendall in present-day Brunswick County. Here again, Black labor was crucial to the successful
cultivation and processing of the crop, particularly because of enslaved peoples’ extensive
knowledge from rice-growing regions in West Africa. By the mid-1700s, many eastern North
Carolina counties were majority African American.19 The deep trauma and legacy of slavery as
the engine of the region’s economy reverberate into the present, where it is met by the
resistance, will, and work of Black North Carolinians in the state’s food movement, including
farmers, chefs, award-winning pit masters, writers, scholars, food system leaders, and policy
makers.Small farms and the regional infrastructures that supported farming—gristmills,
slaughterhouses, country stores, and railroads—remained at the heart of North Carolina’s rural
economy throughout the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century. Black and white North
Carolinians raised and preserved food for personal use and participated in an active regional



food economy of local merchants, entrepreneurs, and food-related businesses, rather than self-
sufficiency. In 1853, the North Carolina State Agricultural Society sponsored the first annual
state fair in Raleigh—for whites only—as a venue to demonstrate and showcase best farming
practices. In 1879, members of the North Carolina Industrial Association created the separate
Great Negro Fair, also in Raleigh, for Black North Carolinians. African American and white youth
did not compete together at the fair until 1965. (In the late 1940s, North Carolina State University
architect Matthew Nowicki designed the bold, modernist J. S. Dorton Arena, the livestock-
judging pavilion for the fair named in honor of fair manager Dorton, who wanted “the most
modern plant in the world” for the state fair facilities.)20Economic and political change after the
Civil War, emancipation, and Reconstruction damaged the state’s and region’s farming and food
economy, and an agricultural depression in 1890 further weakened the economy. In eastern
North Carolina, white planters divided their large farms into smaller pieces that they rented to
African American freedmen and poor whites who worked as tenants and sharecroppers. By
1900, once independent farmers in the Piedmont now tended land owned by someone else.21
Cash-strapped small farmers, both Black and white, focused solely on money crops of cotton
and tobacco and paid for food on credit rather than grow it as their grandparents had done on
more diversified farms.22 Overproduction of cotton and tobacco led to depressed prices in a
declining market, exhausted soil, growing farm debt, and ultimately loss of farmland.To confront
the agricultural depression, thousands of white North Carolina farmers joined the Farmers’
Alliance. The alliance was inspired by a cooperative model of progressive farm management, led
by Leonidas Polk, charismatic publisher of the weekly Progressive Farmer. A member of the new
People’s Party, or Populists, Polk later became North Carolina’s first commissioner of agriculture
and the first president of whites-only North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
(now North Carolina State University), which was established in 1887 in Raleigh as the state’s
land-grant institution. North Carolina A&T State University was created for African American
students in Greensboro in 1891.As the depression worsened, white farmers aligned with the
Populists, joining with Republicans to strengthen their combined interests. Republicans largely
supported equal rights for Black North Carolinians, who also aligned with the party. In 1896 this
successful Fusionist movement elected middle-class Blacks to the state legislature and local
government. In the 1898 campaign, white supremacists among North Carolina Democrats—the
party of the Confederacy—called for the end of “Negro Domination.”23 Brutal assaults on Black
Americans were carried out by organized factions of whites in cities with significant Black
populations across the country, including the deadly Wilmington, North Carolina, coup on
November 10, 1898. In this overthrow of Wilmington’s mixed-race government, the city’s vibrant
African American business community—including food-related entrepreneurs, grocers, and
merchants—was destroyed, and Black residents were terrorized. Thousands of Black citizens
left the city, never to return. Journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones explains how lynching, massacres,
and racial terrorism were regularly used against middle-class Blacks to terrify but, even more
important, to prevent them from building generational wealth.24 The legacy of this racial



violence was economic inequity, food insecurity, and substandard housing that affects low-
income African Americans in Wilmington to this day. The small numbers of Black farmers, chefs,
and food entrepreneurs in the larger Cape Fear region is further evidence of a history of racial
disenfranchisement. In spite of this history, Black leadership in local food systems, restaurants,
and farms in the region today is creating a powerful new narrative.The Great Depression
deepened the financial challenges faced by North Carolina farmers, tenants, and sharecroppers.
Although many remained on the land, many others sought a way out. Historian Sydney Nathans
argues that “industrialization in North Carolina was … born [not] in the factory but on the farm.”25
Two hundred thousand North Carolinians who left farms their families had owned for generations
to work in the Piedmont’s burgeoning textile mills moved frequently between mill and farm to visit
family and help with seasonal farmwork.26 New South historian Tom Hanchett describes
Piedmont barbecue as the product of industrialization. Railroads that serviced mills and other
industries brought cheap cuts of pork from the Midwest, as well as such manufactured foods as
bottled ketchup, preferred in “Lexington-style” barbecue sauce, and Nabisco wafers and
imported bananas, used in banana pudding. Chef Mike Moore, who grew up in eastern North
Carolina recalls, “Tobacco farming and barbecue went hand and hand in Wilson. At the end of
harvest, the pits were dug, and the same wood used as fuel in the tobacco barns was used to
cook a whole hog.”27 Hot dog stands and diners founded by Greek immigrants across the state
provided tasty, affordable midday meals and snacks for tobacco laborers and mill and office
workers alike. West of Charlotte, working-class people ate at home, and by the 1930s and
1940s, a Friday night family meal meant platters of fried catfish, shrimp, flounder, French fries,
hushpuppies, and coleslaw at one of Gaston County’s fish camps on the Catawba
River.28Charlotte is officially in North Carolina’s Piedmont, but its enterprise and sense of
reinvention transformed this New South city into a stand-alone region in the state. Once the
nation’s top cotton manufacturing district, it became a trading center and distribution hub for the
region; an early recording hub for area musicians, from gospel and bluegrass to blues and jazz;
and later, a banking empire and, Hanchett notes, “an epicenter for caffeinated soft drinks.”
Historian Glenda Gilmore describes the dense urban vegetable and flower gardens of middle-
class Black families in Charlotte—like that of painter Romare Bearden and of his great-
grandparents H. B. and Rosa Kennedy, who ran a small grocery store next to their home before
the Great Migration.29 Black disenfranchisement associated with white supremacy campaigns
at the turn of the twentieth century and later urban “redevelopment” created “two Charlottes”
visibly divided by race, income, and access to healthy food, health care, and housing.30 The
city’s connection to stock car racing and NASCAR lay in Prohibition and the fast drivers who
delivered illegal moonshine to customers. Perhaps not surprising, this is also a deeply religious
city and region.Charlotte’s uptown steakhouses and clubs served conservative bankers,
attorneys, and finance professionals anxious to impress clients with dining that connoted taste
yet also stability and wealth. In the early 2000s, entrepreneurs invested in concept restaurants
designed for Charlotte diners with deep pockets. In the last decade of the twentieth century,



Latinx workers, global newcomers, and refugees escaping violence and oppression settled in
Charlotte, and their presence is reflected in Central Avenue’s many international markets and
eateries. New food events and festivals are highlighting the skill and talent of the city’s Black
chefs and food entrepreneurs. Journalist Kathleen Purvis says, “Charlotte is a different city now,
with an exploding, diversifying population, a city that has faced tear gas and rage as it felt its way
toward a more just community.”31As North Carolina became a leading industrialist state in the
Southeast, its tobacco and furniture plants drew young people away from small farms. Those
who stayed on farms grew more cotton and tobacco and less food. Nathans describes this
“central paradox of the time”—“North Carolina, despite its devotion to agriculture, was a heavy
importer of food.”32 This steady escalation of agricultural change distanced North Carolinians
from growing, processing, preparing, and eating food that was locally grown.For North
Carolinians who farmed in the first decades of the twentieth-century South, the buzzwords of
“progress,” “reform,” “science,” “efficiency,” “diversity,” and “profit” were a familiar chorus from the
Department of Agriculture and state agricultural colleges’ corps of extension service and home
demonstration agents. Working out of racially segregated agricultural extension branches, male
and female agents spread the gospel of scientific agriculture and better business practices
through hands-on workshops, farmers’ bulletins, and the radio. Their message was simple. To
survive, small farmers had to diversify. They must grow food crops and raise small livestock
essential for their own use. Girls and boys organized tomato canning clubs and livestock clubs to
apply lessons learned in home economics and farm management, and they raised funds to
contribute to their families. Farm wives and mothers similarly honed their gardening, food
preservation, and marketing skills to increase home productivity and income, often selling
produce, meat, eggs, butter, and home-baked goods at local curb markets. Women also heard a
strong public health message that promoted better family nutrition, health, and diet. Men
attended annual farmers’ institutes. Mechanization and modernization carried North Carolina
farmers into the mid-twentieth century, but not the small farms touted by county extension
agents. Tenant farmers and sharecroppers remained as a remnant of another time.Between the
1920s and 1950s industrial agriculture and commercial food production came to North Carolina,
as did the Civil Rights Movement. On February 1, 1960, four Black college students from North
Carolina A&T staged a sit-in at the segregated lunch counter at the Woolworth’s store in
Greensboro. Ironically the food served at that counter—sandwiches, sodas, coffee, milkshakes,
a slice of pie prepared with canned filling, the packaged foods for sale on the nearby aisles—
symbolized the modern New South, while conservative white customers and store management
remained tethered to a racist Jim Crow past. More sit-ins, protests, and interracial gatherings
followed in North Carolina until the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which outlawed
segregated “public accommodations,” including restaurants, although legal compliance took
much longer.North Carolina commercial food companies manufactured snack foods, sandwich
makings, and beverages enjoyed first by working-class North Carolinians and later by
consumers across the country. A soft drink and a “Nab” peanut butter cracker—and, when



needed, a Goody’s Powder—gave a tired loom operator the boost needed to finish a ten- to
twelve-hour shift at a mill. To discourage workers from leaving their machines and slowing
production, “dope wagons” carried food and beverages throughout the mill—their name tied to
the slang for a Coca-Cola. During World War I, soldiers training at Charlotte’s Camp Greene also
enjoyed Nabs for a quick snack. The Piedmont was home to Snyder’s-Lance (sandwich
crackers), Cheerwine (a cherry-flavored soft drink), Sun Drop (a citrusy soda), Krispy Kreme
donuts, Carolina Foods’ Duchess Brand “Honey Buns,” Luck’s beans, Star Foods, Stan’s Quality
Foods, and Ruth’s Salads (pimento cheese and other sandwich spreads), TW Garner (Texas
Pete hot sauce), and the grocery chains Food Lion, Harris Teeter, and Lowes Foods and, in
Asheville, Ingles Markets.33 Eastern Carolina had Pepsi-Cola, Bright Leaf hot dogs, House-
Autry cornbread, grits, and breading mixes, and Mt. Olive pickles. Canneries such as the North
State Canning Company in Boone—known for its Watauga Chopped Kraut, made from local
cabbage—were a crucial piece of western North Carolina’s economy.Triad cities like Greensboro
and Winston-Salem, located in the heart of the North Carolina textile industry, whose executives
traveled frequently between North Carolina, New York City, and Europe, were home to a growing
dining scene influenced by new American regional cuisine in the 1970s and New Southern
cuisine in the 1980s. Piedmont restaurateur Nancy King Quaintance points to the era’s
affordable air travel, company expense accounts, the culinary gospel of Julia Child, the influence
of food media, and the legalization of liquor-by-the-drink sales in 1978 (allowing restaurants and
bars to sell liquor rather than having customers brown-bag their own bottles) as factors that
supported a burgeoning restaurant community in the Triangle, Triad, and Charlotte.The Angus
Barn, a Raleigh institution of this era, expertly run by Chef Walter Royal, celebrated its sixtieth
anniversary in 2020. Van Eure, whose parents built this rustically elegant steakhouse on fifty
acres of land near the growing Raleigh-Durham International Airport and Research Triangle
Park’s industries, recalls, “It ended up being the perfect location in what started to be the worst
location.”34 For those with means, dining out in North Carolina was no longer limited to
cafeterias, meat and three cafés and lunch counters, barbecue joints, drive-ins, and segregated
country clubs.Grace Summers, an agricultural consultant who works with small-scale farmers
throughout North Carolina and Virginia, grew up in the 1960s in rural Guilford County in the
Piedmont, where her parents farmed tobacco and grains and raised animals. They also worked
off the farm, her mother in cooperative extension and her father on the second shift at Cone Mills
in nearby Greensboro. Summers describes how young people left the tobacco fields either to
enter the military or to get a factory job. Some attended college. As these baby boomers left, the
local food scene changed.35 The older generation of women cooked less or not at all. Rural
stores sold grab ’n go food items and operated grills to feed commuting working people who no
longer raised food as their elders had. Fast food–style eating from a quick market—heat lamp–
warmed fried chicken, hot dogs, burgers, barbecue, biscuit sandwiches, burritos and carnitas
from a taco truck—was standard fare for many working North Carolinians.The Raleigh Farmers
Market (now the State Farmers Market) opened in 1955 and provided a central location for



farmers and consumers to meet. Jim Graham, who became North Carolina’s longest-serving
commissioner of agriculture, was its first manager. Graham recognized farmers’ need for better
marketing opportunities as they transitioned from tobacco to grow and sell produce. State-run
markets in Asheville, Charlotte, and the Triad were established from the 1970s through the
1990s. City councils allocated public space for community gardens and market pavilions, which
over time became important gathering places, not unlike alternative town commons. These new
markets coincided with the civil lawsuits against the tobacco industry and the massive federal
buyout and settlement programs that compensated former tobacco growers. North Carolina
farmers who had grown burley tobacco began to grow vegetables, melons, potatoes, and sweet
potatoes.36 Some farmers aged out of farming, choosing not to grow food as an alternative to
tobacco. Many experienced farmers became anchor vendors who produced fruits and
vegetables for the new farmers’ markets. At the same time, some North Carolina farmers
continued to grow tobacco and rely on it as a cash crop alongside cotton, soybeans, and one or
two vegetables for commercial truck farming, and they used buyout money to expand their
tobacco output.By the early 1970s, an industrial switch in North Carolina had flipped. Farmers
were advised to “get big or get out”: they needed more land and less labor due to tractors and
specialized machinery, herbicides and pesticides, hybrid seeds, U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) loans, bank financing, and contracts with agribusiness companies. Food became a
super commodity of the Green Revolution, which massively expanded grain yields through
selective breeding, huge inputs of fertilizer, and irrigation systems.African American land loss
increased in eastern North Carolina, the coastal plain, and the Piedmont because Black farmers
were unable to secure USDA crop loans and were denied access to government farm programs
—expressions of institutional structural racism locked into place by the early twentieth century.
Black farmers had long pushed back against these forces through groups like the Colored
Farmers’ Alliance organized in the 1870s. Black youth coming of age in the 1960s and 1970s
turned away from farming because of its racist history, but Black farmers also fought the racism.
In 1997, Timothy Pigford, a farmer in Cumberland County in eastern North Carolina, filed two
class-action lawsuits, known as Pigford I and II, charging the USDA with racial discrimination
against Black farmers. Yet settlement payment stipulations left thousands of Black farmers
unable to register for the funds. The American Rescue Plan, signed into law by President Joe
Biden in spring 2021, included $5 billion to address the historic economic losses of Black
farmers, including debt relief.Attorney Savonala “Savi” Horne is executive director of the Land
Loss Prevention Project, a Durham-based nonprofit founded by the North Carolina Association
of Black Lawyers in the 1980s to curtail the loss of Black-owned land in North Carolina. “You will
find,” says Horne, “that limited-resource farmers, small farmers have a resiliency that is
unparalleled. … They care not just about their economic bottom line but about social justice and
civil rights. They care about what is going on in our state. They care about the environment, and
they care about young people. This is what links all the farmers in North Carolina, a pride not just
of self but of place.”37 The nonprofit focuses on the legal infrastructures Black farmers must



negotiate to participate in the state’s emerging local food systems and food hubs and to become
vested in these initiatives.In the last decades of the twentieth century, farms located near cities
like Charlotte and Durham faced exorbitant land taxes as their property was rezoned for
suburban development. Small and mid-size farm income declined rapidly as higher yields
lowered market prices. During the American Farm Crisis, thousands of North Carolina farmers
stopped farming.38 Many were forced to sell multigenerational family land and took jobs in
manufacturing. The Rural Advancement Fund International (RAFI-USA), located in Pittsboro,
North Carolina, was founded in 1990 and organized the first emergency hotline for farmers in
crisis because of debt tied to global competition and disastrous farming contracts.By the 1980s,
farming in North Carolina was synonymous with big poultry (turkeys, chicken, eggs) and big
pork, soybeans, peanuts, and massive growers of sweet potatoes, tomatoes, peppers, and
cucumbers. Pork and poultry operations emphasized vertical integration, in which the company
owns virtually every step of production. Duplin County native, farmer, and former state legislator
Wendell Murphy became known as “Boss Hog” for his massive expansion of industrial hog
farming in eastern North Carolina, supported by tax exemptions, subsidies, and exclusion for
large poultry and hog farmers from environmental regulation. Small, family-owned slaughtering
and processing facilities crucial to independent farmers closed. The efficiencies of consolidated
food production created value for consumers, but cheap food came at a cost. Mexican and
Central American workers were the predominant labor force for these large agroprocessors and
for most of North Carolina’s food production by the early twenty-first century. To help families
affected by climate change and industrial agriculture in their countries, migrant workers sought
better jobs and higher wages in North Carolina. America’s H-2A program provided temporary
guest worker visas in exchange for seasonal farm labor in the United States. Migrant labor
camps were often dehumanizing. In 2004, the first union contract in the nation for H-2A workers
was signed with Mt. Olive Pickle Company, following a five-year boycott backed by the National
Council of Churches because of the company’s mistreatment of workers.Issues of animal
welfare, environmental pollution—which severely affects people who live near hog operations
that contaminate local water supply and coastal fish habitats—and the exploitation of laborers
exposed to dangerous work conditions reflect the hidden cost of industrial hog production in
eastern North Carolina. In 1999 devastating floods from Hurricane Floyd polluted local water and
rivers with hog waste and chemicals in many eastern counties. Climate change and the COVID
pandemic have exacerbated these issues. Once food from agribusinesses is processed, much
of it leaves the state for national and international markets, including China, which imports huge
quantities of processed pork from North Carolina. Virginia’s Smithfield Foods, the number one
producer and processor of pork in the world, was acquired by Hong Kong–based WH Group in
2013. Smithfield’s largest slaughterhouse is located in Tar Heel, North Carolina, and by April
2020 experienced alarming COVID-19 rates among its employees. Industrial agriculture greatly
increased food production in and from North Carolina, exported it for profit, and yet distanced its
citizens from the local food heritage of their grandparents. “The age of agribusiness,” stated



Sydney Nathans, left “little room for the independent farmer.”39A generation of young people in
the 1970s and 1980s responded to industrial agriculture and the heavily processed American
diet with small-scale farming and a vision of local, sustainable food supported by farms, food
venues, new markets, and organizations across North Carolina. Inspired by the politics and
activism of social justice, the environmental movement, feminism, and antiwar protest in the
1960s and 1970s, many counterculture youth turned back to the land as an alternative life
choice to mainstream America. Their farms and food cooperatives drew young people into the
local food movement. Dining venues with progressive politics were part of this evolving
landscape. In the Triangle cities of Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill, Mary Bacon and Arthur
Gordon were important alternative food voices who opened the region’s first vegetarian
restaurants.Physician activist, community organizer, and organic farmer Bill Dow (1945–2012),
the “doctor of local food,” believed that good food was the key to good health.40 After helping
organize southern rural health clinics through the Student Health Coalition at Vanderbilt
University in the late 1960s, Dow’s activism shifted to nutrition, and he mobilized farmers’
markets to increase public access to healthy local food. This work brought him to North Carolina,
where in 1977 Dow, Laurie Heise, and students in public health at UNC–Chapel Hill formed the
North Carolina Agricultural Marketing Project, which organized a group of farmers to start a
market. In partnership with the town of Carrboro, the Carrboro Farmers’ Market evolved from the
late 1970s to become the heart of downtown Carrboro. Vendors were required to reside and
produce their goods within fifty miles of Carrboro, and the market was distinctive for being
“farmer owned, farmer run, and farmer controlled.”41 At Ayrshire Farm in Chatham County, Dow
and his partner, Daryl Walker, became the first certified organic farm in North Carolina.Charlie
Thompson, a scholar of food politics and a former small farmer in Chatham County, writes about
the long mid-twentieth-century exodus of farmers he knew on his family farm in rural
southwestern Virginia and later witnessed in the North Carolina Piedmont in the 1970s and early
1980s. At the same time, he and his wife, Hope, and a cadre of like-minded young people
believed that growing local food sustainably and selling it directly to customers and chefs would
build a vibrant and deeply connected community. It did, but the people they served at the
Carrboro Farmers’ Market were not the diverse community they had envisioned. Their customers
were from a university community willing and able to pay higher prices for high-quality food,
comfortable in the predominantly white setting of the farmers’ market. Despite the region’s
growing reputation for its excellent restaurants, chefs, and vibrant food economy, low- and
moderate-income people of color as well as the white middle class had little access to these
food venues. (Today Farmer Foodshare collects farm produce for families in need, who can also
use federal nutrition assistance benefits at the market, but access remains difficult and
unrealistic for most.)Tobacco transition farmers like the Brinkley family (Creedmoor) and century
farms such as Lyon (also in Creedmoor), McAdams (Efland), and Pine Knot (Hurdle Mills) were
critical to a new market like Carrboro. Organic tobacco and vegetable growers Stanley Hughes
and Linda Leach of Pine Knot Farms were one of the market’s only multigenerational Black



farms. Some tobacco farmers grew organic tobacco because it brought a better price, selling
their crop to Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company in Oxford, North Carolina. Newly formed
Eastern Carolina Organics (now Happy Dirt) and the Carolina Farm Stewardship Association
(CFSA) encouraged those farmers to also grow organic vegetables.The Carolina Farm
Stewardship Association, founded in 1979 in Pittsboro, was one of the earliest sustainable
agriculture organizations in the Southeast. It created a coalition of farmers, consumers, and
businesses to build a healthy food future based on local organic farming. Food activist, educator,
and organic farmer Tony Kleese (1964–2018) was a former executive director of CFSA and a
leader in launching the Sustainable Farming Program at Central Carolina Community College in
1996. Kleese also helped develop the USDA’s National Organic Standards in the 1990s. Since
2007, Roland McReynolds has served as CFSA’s executive director, oversees their annual
Sustainable Agriculture Conference—in operation for over thirty-five years—and their Piedmont
Farm Tour, and is a vocal advocate for policy that supports sustainable agriculture at the state
and federal levels. In 1977, the Livestock Conservancy was created to protect endangered
livestock and poultry breeds from extinction. Headquartered in Pittsboro, it is the leading U.S.
organization that conserves heritage breeds for future generations.In the late 1990s, the Golden
LEAF Foundation distributed funds from the tobacco settlement to support sustainable
agriculture projects in rural North Carolina. Charlie Jackson of the Appalachian Sustainable
Agriculture Project (ASAP) stresses that “the local food movement in North Carolina was jump-
started and would not be where it is today if not for the tobacco settlement and the creation of
the funds administered by Golden LEAF and the North Carolina Tobacco Trust.”42In 1994,
agricultural commissioner Jim Graham, NC State University dean Durwood Bateman, and North
Carolina A&T dean Daniel Godfrey Sr. endorsed the founding of the Center for Environmental
Farming Services (CEFS) to support environmentally sound and socially responsible agriculture.
This important partnership between NC State, NC A&T, and the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture provided long-term field-scale research and experimentation on organic, sustainable
crops and integrated extension and academic programming as an integral aspect of research.
Over the years, the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina
Foundation, Golden LEAF Foundation, and USDA Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education (SARE) program funded significant initiatives across the state dedicated to building
sustainable food systems. Today CEFS is one of the country’s most important sustainable food
and farming programs and was led by founding director Nancy Creamer for over twenty-five
years until her recent retirement. “The biggest challenge,” says Creamer, is “how do you have
affordable food without furthering consolidation in agriculture and driving more and more
farmers further from the land?”43In Asheville, the Appalachian Sustainable Agriculture Project
was organized in the mid-1990s to reverse farm loss in western North Carolina and to help small
farmers transition away from tobacco. North Carolina native Charlie Jackson was a founding
farmer and the first executive director of ASAP. (Upon his retirement in 2022, Molly Nicholie
became ASAP’s new executive director.) While in graduate school in Maine, Jackson wrote



about the back-to-the-land movement and Helen and Scott Nearing, whose book, Living the
Good Life (1954), became a manifesto for homesteading—living simply and sustainably—as a
path to social change and economic justice. ASAP published the region’s first “Local Food
Guide” and has organized the Asheville City Market, area farm tours, farmer training programs,
and a local food certification program, “Appalachian Grown.” Early funding from Golden LEAF
Foundation allowed ASAP to build a local food economy with the region’s small-scale farmers
and retailers. ASAP’s “Growing Minds Farm to School” program was one of the first in the
country and remains an important leader in the National Farm to School Network, a grantee of
the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. These programs strengthen local food sourcing for school food
programs, promote working gardens on school campuses, and integrate food and agriculture
education into the curriculum. A 2018 ASAP study that focused on western North Carolina
concluded, “While local food has not replaced tobacco as a means of livelihood for the farmers
of the region, it has emerged as a significant new direction for agriculture.”44“We were on the
back end of the back-to-the-land movement.”—ALEX HITT, Peregrine Farm, Graham, North
Carolina, January 30, 2019In the early 1990s, farmers Alex and Betsy Hitt of Peregrine Farm in
Alamance County formed a working partnership and lifelong friendship with chef and baker Ben
and Karen Barker of Magnolia Grill restaurant in Durham. “Organic” was still a little-known word
at the time, as was the meaning of local food. Alex Hitt explains, “We wanted to do the most
environmentally sound job we could do growing local food for local people.”45 The Hitts were
early leaders at the Carrboro Farmers’ Market, and the Barkers were loyal chef customers. “We
were picking and selling to wine and cheese stores and tried knocking on the door of
restaurants,” says Hitt. “Ben and Karen and Bill Smith were at La Res[idence]. We knocked on
the door and Karen was there, smiling, making desserts. She said, ‘Yes, I’ll buy blackberries
from you!’”46 Their relationship represents the strong farmer/chef symbiosis that was crucial to
the birth of New Southern cuisine, a regional expression of the nascent farm-to-table movement
launched by Alice Waters in California in the 1970s and in the American South through the
seminal voices of chef-writer Edna Lewis, Frank Stitt in Alabama, and Bill and Moreton Neal in
North Carolina. Chef Scott Howell, who opened Nana’s in Durham in 1992, states, “North
Carolina was ready to start happening. It just needed a little push.”47 In 1990 and 1991, Sammy
and Melinda Koenigsberg created New Town Farms, a small organic farm in Waxhaw, outside of
Charlotte, with a community-supported agriculture (CSA) seasonal subscription program.
Sammy was a cofounder of the nearby Matthews Community Farmers’ Market, now a much-
loved institution in the local food and farming scene. “A Barker at the table was the only chef who
made me cry,” remarks Koenigsberg, “and Alex Hitt was my farmer inspiration.”48 Chef Gabe
Barker of Pizzeria Mercado in Carrboro says of his parents’ award-winning restaurant, “I see
snapshots in my head of dishes from the Grill, and I remember what they taste like. I remember
the fried oysters with butter bean salad like it was yesterday.”49The presence and proliferation of
so many award-winning restaurants in Durham, Chapel Hill, Carrboro, Hillsborough, and Raleigh
today—passionately committed to local food—is grounded in this earlier generation of chefs,



farmers, writers, and entrepreneurs, who experienced rapidly changing city and townscapes. As
tobacco declined, Durham’s growth shifted to white suburbs and suburban shopping centers as
retail businesses left downtown. In the 1950s, urban renewal—racially targeted municipal
programs put in place to remove urban poverty—destroyed many of Durham’s historic Black
neighborhoods and their food scene, while new downtown traffic patterns, expressways,
demolition, and construction obliterated street life. Redevelopment initiatives in the 1980s and
1990s slowly brought urban Durham back to life but dramatically changed the city’s residents.
The new economy downtown was split between a workforce of high-wage earners in research
and technology and low-paid employees in service jobs.50In 1981, Lex and Ann Alexander
opened Wellspring Grocery in Durham, modeled after a European-style greengrocer–natural
food grocery that featured seasonal, locally grown produce. Flo Hawley and Portia McKnight
were important early team members at Wellspring and later created Chapel Hill Creamery,
known for its award-winning artisanal cheeses and whey-fed pork. Sheila Dalton Neal, longtime
food leader, first full-time manager of the Carrboro Farmers’ Market, and owner of Neal’s Deli in
Carrboro, describes the food community’s intricate networks in this era as connected by “six
degrees of separation through Wellspring.”51 Veteran alumni of Magnolia Grill, Billy and Kelli
Cotter opened Toast, an Italian-style sandwich shop, in downtown Durham in 2008, just months
before the global financial crisis. Kelli says, “We were not going to be in a shopping center. We
weren’t going to be in a mall. We were going to be downtown proper. We believed in it and
believed it would come back.” Billy responds, “We got lucky. It did.”52In Carrboro, Weaver Street
Market, a community-owned cooperative grocery store, opened in 1988, focused on local,
sustainably produced products. Durham-based Counter Culture, one of the state’s first
independent coffee roasters, launched in 1995. Little Waves Coffee Roasters—the coffee-
roasting and wholesale arm of Cocoa Cinnamon, a trio of “Latina-owned, women-forward” coffee
shops in Durham—was founded by Areli Barrera Grodski and Leon Grodski Barrera in 2017. A
North Carolina–sponsored chapter of SlowFood—a global initiative to preserve local food
cultures—was launched in the late 1990s by NC State University professor David Auerbach. The
Durham Farmers’ Market got its start in 1999 when several farmers met in the parking lot of the
Durham Bulls stadium. In the early 2000s, Eliza MacLean became known in the state and the
region for her innovative work in sustainable small-scale, pasture-raised pork, beginning with a
herd of Ossabaw Island hogs. In 2004, the Asheville Bread Festival was organized, the first of its
kind in the Southeast. This same era is noteworthy for the rise of local cheesemakers across the
state, such as Boxcarr Handmade Cheese (Cedar Grove), Celebrity Dairy (Siler City), and
Looking Glass Creamery (Fairview and Columbus). Several are located on farms that once grew
tobacco.Many of the leading grain farmers, millers, and bakers who are part of a larger grain
renaissance in the contemporary South live and work in North Carolina. The state’s milling
history stretches from eighteenth-century gristmills like Lindley Mills in the Piedmont to the 2009
North Carolina Organic Bread Flour Project, an initiative of the Carolina Farm Stewardship
Association and Jennifer Lapidus’s Carolina Ground (2012), an Asheville milling facility that



provides bakers across the region with southern flours, including organic grains grown in North
Carolina milled using the cold stone method. In Southern Ground (2021), Lapidus’s seminal
book on southern grains, growers, and bakers, she writes, “It is through breads and pastries
made with that flour that bakeries are making an economic and social impact on their
communities. And it is through flavor and story that they engage their customers in reclaiming
this fundamental piece of a sustainable food system.”53 Dave Bauer began his innovative
western North Carolina baking and milling project, Farm and Sparrow, in 2006. At Old World
Levain (OWL) Bakery in west Asheville, founder Susannah Gebhart describes a loaf prepared
with Carolina Gold rice porridge, Farm and Sparrow’s Turkey Red wheat flour, local miso, and
apples: “It’s a taste of North Carolina, mountains to sea.” 54Innovative statewide and regional
food aggregation initiatives have been critical to building North Carolina’s local food economy
and reflect the strength and skill of women’s leadership. Happy Dirt, formerly ECO, or Eastern
Carolina Organics, markets and distributes wholesale organic farm produce to retailers and
restaurants in both the Carolinas and the Northeast. Founder and CEO Sandi Kronick explains,
“When we started ECO back in 2004, we had a very simple purpose, which was to make it more
convenient for wholesale buyers, restaurants, and grocery stores to get North Carolina organic
produce into their institution. We had no competition—and we had no experience.”55 ECO was
initially fostered by the Carolina Farm Stewardship Association.Sarah Blacklin directs NC
Choices (2002), an initiative of CEFS in collaboration with NC Cooperative Extension, to market
and advance the local pasture-based meat supply in North Carolina. “We work across the supply
chain to help get more pasture-raised meats into the marketplace—farmers, the distributor, the
processor, the packer, the regulatory agency,” explains Blacklin. “The more efficient that is, the
more we have affordable and, hopefully, animal welfare–friendly, pasture-raised meat on the
table.”56 Firsthand Foods (2010), a women-owned, Durham-based food hub that sells local
meats from North Carolina farms, was incubated and launched by NC Choices. It is directed by
cofounders and co-CEOs Jennifer Curtis and Tina Prevatte Levy. On the tenth anniversary of
Firsthand Foods in 2020, Levy said, “We wanted to connect the dots between food producers
and consumers in the uniquely challenging world of locally and humanely raised meats. And we
set out to do so in a way that would be a means of rural economic development, environmental
stewardship, and consumer education.”57 Jennifer Curtis remembers, “I found it thrilling when I
moved here—farmer’s markets, small farms, the seasonality, the ability to grow food year-round,
to have both livestock and crops—the diversity from the coast to the mountains is pretty rich.”58
The first Carolina Meat Conference in 2011, organized by NC Choices and CEFS, began to
rebuild the critical infrastructure of the battered local meat supply chain, bringing together
farmers, chefs, butchers, and industry leaders for hands-on training and networking, including a
groundbreaking “Women in Meat” initiative.Farm to Fork: A Guide to Building North Carolina’s
Sustainable Food Economy, a comprehensive guide to statewide action written by Jennifer
Curtis with Nancy Creamer and Tessa Eliza Thraves, was published by CEFS in 2010 after
convening more than a thousand stakeholders in the state who met over two years to discuss



strategies to transform North Carolina’s food systems. Many of the proposals in the study are
now part of North Carolina’s local food landscape, including the creation of a statewide network
of county food councils—facilitated by CEFS’s Community Food Strategies team—and the “Eat
10% Local Sustainable Food Campaign,” an initiative of CEFS and NC Cooperative Extension
that encourages consumers and businesses to spend 10 percent of their food dollars on locally
produced foods. In 2019, a planning process was initiated by Community Food Strategies and
CEFS to craft a new North Carolina Food Action Plan to address systemic food inequities across
the state and to create local food economies that are community driven, sustainable, and
resilient.At UNC–Chapel Hill, Alice Ammerman, the Mildred Kaufman Distinguished Professor in
the Department of Nutrition, focuses on the connection between local food and health. Working
with her current and former students in public health, Ammerman has advanced many of the
state’s most effective programs to build a sustainable food system, along with mentoring its
leaders. Her work crosses the boundaries of classroom, kitchen, and farmers’ market, as seen in
Good Bowls, frozen entrée grain bowls prepared simply with locally sourced ingredients, such
as sweet potatoes, greens, peppers, and North Carolina eggs and grits. Recipes are based on
the Med South diet—dishes blending Mediterranean-inspired nutrition with core ingredients of
southern foodways, such as collard greens. This heat-and-eat meal, created in 2018, provides a
tasty, healthy, affordable meal option for lower-income consumers and offers another market
opportunity for local farmers and their food products.Food studies and the interest in North
Carolina foodways in particular is increasingly important at university and college campuses
across the state, thanks to passionate faculty and activist students and the vibrant voice of
journals like Southern Culture and food-focused series and scholarship from UNC Press.
Appalachian State University in Boone, Warren Wilson College in Swannanoa, and Central
Carolina Community College (CCCC) offer excellent programs in sustainable agriculture and
agroecology, and students participate in teaching and research farms associated with many of
these programs.In 2012, chef Kris Reid and her colleagues founded the Piedmont Culinary
Guild in the Charlotte metro region, a unique platform to connect chefs, restaurateurs, farmers,
food entrepreneurs, craft beverage makers, educators, and other food professionals within the
Piedmont of North and South Carolina. Reid recognizes the unique flavor profile of produce
grown in the region—from carrots to Cherokee purple tomatoes—long ignored because of
commodity crops like tobacco and corn. She argues, “There is such integrity to our food. The
minerality of our soil. Our terroir, our microclimate. Our small farms. We are a strong food
landscape rather than a food ‘scene.’ When we solely talk about a plate of food, we’re missing
90 percent of the story. We’re writing the history for food right now in the southeast in the
Piedmont.”59In 2015, Zack Wyatt created the Carolina Farm Trust, which manages a network of
small urban farms in the Charlotte metro region dedicated to strengthening the food system for
neighborhoods that have long experienced food insecurity due to racism and redlining practices
of the 1950s and 1960s. In Chapel Hill, Colleen Minton organized the first TerraVita food and
beverage festival in 2009 to celebrate and educate the public about the regional culinary



landscape. For over ten years, the highly successful event included an “East Meets West” dinner
that brought North Carolina chefs from different regions of the state together to prepare a single
meal shaped by their sense of place and story. In 2014, Durham chef and caterer Jacob Boehm
founded Snap Pea, a pop-up dining experience featuring storied meals using local North
Carolina ingredients.In 2016, Max Trujillo and Matthew Weiss launched their Raleigh-based
North Carolina Food & Beverage Podcast, which explores the contemporary food and beverage
industry in the state, as well as the stories and history of North Carolina’s diverse food cultures
and experiences. Drawing on their extensive work experience in restaurants and wine service
from New York to California, their interviews provide a compelling portrait of the state’s working
food landscape and its community.A significant facet of North Carolina’s contemporary food
movement is its diverse craft beverage scene, which includes breweries, distilleries, cideries,
and wineries, as well as beverage importers and distributors. In 1985 Uli Bennewitz lobbied
North Carolina legislators to permit breweries to sell beer on site, and he opened the state’s first
brewpub, Weeping Radish, in Currituck County on the coast. In 2005, Sean Lilly Wilson, founder
of Durham’s Fullsteam Brewery, successfully led the “Pop the Cap” campaign, which in 2005
raised the legal alcohol content of beer in the state, changing a 1930s era law designed to keep
mill workers’ drinking in check. Wilson says, “I saw an opportunity for Durham to be a base, a
hub for agriculture in a post-tobacco North Carolina.”60 Oscar Wong opened Highland Brewing
Company in Asheville in 1994, and in 2015, his accomplished daughter Leah Wong Ashburn
became president and is now CEO of the brewery. Owner Inez Ribustello speaks of the
democratizing power of breweries like Tarboro Brewing Company, where a diverse and
sometimes divided community can enjoy a beer or a soft drink with an inexpensive snack from a
food truck.61 Today North Carolina is a leader in the southern beer economy with more than 300
breweries. On I-70 alone, Matt Hart of Kinston’s Mother Earth Brewery—and craft spirits, too—
describes the brewery corridor that stretches from Raleigh east to the coast.Since the early
2000s, North Carolina wineries have grown in number and style, expanding from beloved native
grape varieties such as scuppernongs and muscadines to designated American Viticultural
Areas in the state where European grape varietals are grown. In the summer of 2020, despite
the pandemic, Clara and Preston Williams Jr. and their three sons opened Seven Springs Farms
and Vineyard in Warren County, transforming land where soybeans had grown into acres of
muscadine vines. Their Black-owned vineyard, farm, and event venue represents a historic shift
in the local ag and food economy of Black entrepreneurship and economic development. Wine
entrepreneur Jay Murrie envisioned a market in North Carolina for natural and sustainable
beverages and turned to wine crafted on family farms in the Italian Piedmont, where the slow-
cooked, meat-rich dishes and polenta resonate with the Carolina Piedmont’s barbecue, greens,
and grits. The craft liquor movement in North Carolina emerged after the post-2008 economic
crash as entrepreneurs sought new business opportunities. Distillers can now sell gin, vodka,
whiskey, and moonshine in tasting rooms.62 Despite North Carolina’s long history of illegal
liquor, today state-run ABC stores offer an impressive selection of locally crafted spirits.North



Carolina has been transformed by the labor, vision, and creativity of a new generation of
immigrants, and nowhere is this more visible than in the state’s contemporary food economy.
Asian, Latinx, and immigrants from India and South Asia increasingly came to North Carolina
following the 1965 passage of legislation that altered immigration quotas in America. The 2020
U.S. census reveals marked growth in these communities, particularly in North Carolina’s urban
areas. We see and taste their influence in every part of the state’s local food systems, from
growing and harvesting food in the large industrial farms of eastern North Carolina and apple
orchards in the mountains, to the line cooks, restaurateurs, and chefs in the region’s best
restaurants, to immigrant-owned food markets in virtually every town across the state. Just
outside of Chapel Hill, refugee farmers, originally from Burma, grow and market Southeast Asian
vegetables on an eight-acre educational farm called Transplanting Traditions Community Farm.
Executive Director Kelly Owensby says, “Despite the distances traveled and the cultures
traversed, our farmers have rebuilt their farm businesses as well as their lives here in North
Carolina.”63 East of Asheville, at Lee’s One Fortune Farm, Tou and Chue Lee—Hmong farmers
who immigrated from Laos—grow several varieties of heirloom rice and Southeast Asian
vegetables and fruits that they sell at area farmers’ markets.64 In Raleigh, members of Highland
United Methodist Church established a Community Victory Garden on the church property in
2010 after realizing there was a greater use for their land than expanding the parking lot. Church
members created a vibrant and extensive food resource enjoyed by new immigrants, volunteers,
and people in need in the community. It has become a model for community gardens with its
emphasis on health, social justice, and creating a place of refuge for all.Second- and third-
generation immigrant North Carolinians are now food entrepreneurs, journalists, policy makers,
scholars, and strong stakeholders in their communities. They are consumers and investors. Even
before the coronavirus pandemic upended the state’s food economy—affecting the lives of meat
and poultry processing plant workers and forcing chefs to shutter restaurants—immigrant North
Carolinians struggled for economic equity, access, and opportunity. Progressive activist and chef
Vimala Rajendran found fruits and vegetables not unlike those of her native Mumbai in the
peanuts, sweet potatoes, okra, eggplant, tomatoes, and cauliflower of the Piedmont. “Coming to
Carrboro,” says Rajendran, “it just felt more like home.”65 Rajendran’s ardent stance that food is
an essential human right lies at the core of her Chapel Hill restaurant, where all are served
regardless of their ability to pay.Carrboro and Chapel Hill mirror the polarization of America’s
food economy: the big ag supply chain that controls most food bought by institutional purchasers
such as corporate grocery chains, discount warehouses, hospitals, governments, universities,
and schools and the curated food relationship among small farmers, food entrepreneurs, and
well-to-do white consumers in high-end markets. Chef Andrea Reusing in Chapel Hill points to
fault lines in these food systems: “The components of this inequality—racism, lack of access to
capital, exploitation, land loss, nutritional and health disparities in communities of color—are
tightly connected. Our nearly twenty-year obsession with food and chefs has neither expanded
access to high-quality food nor improved nutrition in low-resource neighborhoods.”66 Food



insecurity is growing in suburban Durham, Charlotte, and Raleigh. Yet, during these same twenty
years, a corps of North Carolina food activists—farmers, extension agents, restaurateurs, chefs,
scholars, public health experts, fisheries professionals, food bank managers, food hub
coordinators, food aggregators, and food council leaders—have built a strong local food
network. Alex Hitt observes how the customer base of local farmers’ markets is shifting, too: “In
Carrboro, it flipped from fifty and older to fifty and younger. It’s families with kids now, and it
happened over the last ten years.”67Although the next generation of North Carolina’s food
leaders face significant challenges from skyrocketing land prices to climate change, they are
ably taking the reins of North Carolina’s food movement. In 2018 Moses Ochola, Crystal Taylor,
and Ja’Nell Henry organized the Black Farmers’ Market, which alternates bimonthly between
Durham and Raleigh. The market promotes Black farmers and Black-owned food businesses
and also fosters a welcoming space for the Black community with projects like Tall Grass Food
Box, a Durham-based CSA sourced from Black farmers in the Piedmont. Gabrielle E. W. Carter,
Derrick Beasley, and Gerald Harris created the twice-monthly subscription box that brings
seasonal vegetables, fruits, and eggs direct to members’ homes. In Northampton County, Julius
Tillery is the fifth generation in his family to grow cotton, as well as soybeans, timber, and fresh
produce, on their land in northeastern North Carolina. A UNC–Chapel Hill economics alumnus,
Tillery founded Black Cotton, which markets and sells his cotton direct to consumers as home
goods and clothing. Tillery describes Black families who remain “land rich and cash poor.”68 He
focuses on reinvigorating Black health through access to locally grown seasonal produce at the
Garysburg Town Center Farmers’ Market and helps Black farmers better monetize their farm
resources.In 2016 Kamal Bell, a farmer, former middle-school teacher, and doctoral student in
agricultural and extension education at NC State University, founded Sankofa Farms near Efland
in Orange County. Sankofa addresses food insecurity and racial inequity through sustainably
farmed greens, beehives, and an agricultural academy for Black youth that reaffirms the cultural
history of Black southerners tied to the land and the empowerment that lies in that connection.
Bell is featured in Natalie Baszile’s anthology We Are Each Other’s Harvest (Amistad, 2021), a
powerful celebration of Black farmers and Black-owned land across the country. “They call
themselves ‘the returning generation,’” writes Baszile, “and they are fierce and unapologetic in
their quest to reclaim their legacy.”69 In Pinetops, North Carolina, at Golden Organic Farm,
Kendrick Ransome farms land purchased by his great-grandfather more than a hundred years
ago to raise hogs and grow vegetables. Today Ransome, in his late twenties, has a CSA and
provides fresh fruits and vegetables to both the local hospital and programs for children, and he
plans to develop his farm as a training ground for young Black farmers. Ransome honors the
farming knowledge of his ancestors while creatively shaping a new, antiracist narrative for
modern Black farmers that generates both health and wealth. His location in Edgecombe County
is significant due to the region’s historic presence of independent Black farmers and
communities like Princeville, established by freed Blacks as “Freedom Hill” in 1885. In 2018, the
Cooperative Extension program at NC A&T recognized Duplin County farmer Ronald Simmons



as North Carolina’s small farmer of the year for his work in pasture-raised pork at Master Blend
Family Farms near Kenansville. The family also operates a general store at the farm where they
sell pork and other locally grown products.A 2020 ASAP survey revealed that of their member
farmers in western North Carolina, 46 percent were women and 29 percent were new farmers
who have farmed for ten years or less.70 Yesod Farm + Kitchen, twenty-five miles outside
Asheville, was cofounded by SJ Seldin with executive director Shani Mink of the Jewish Farmer
Network, a national organization based in western North Carolina that provides retreat space
and experiential education at the intersection of Judaism and farming. Focused on regenerative
agriculture, they steward sixteen acres of land whose deep history lies in the Catawba and
Cherokee people who once lived here.Dallas Robinson moved back home to farm family-owned
land in Whitakers, North Carolina, in 2019. She named it the Harriet Tubman Freedom Farm.
After studying the destructive history of America’s globalized food system at Vassar College and
apprenticing in a farm immersion program at Soul Fire Farm in New York State, Robinson turned
to sustainable small-scale farming as a response to racial trauma and disparity. She grows
vegetables for a CSA and sells sorghum to local breweries and plans to transition to a
cooperative-run farm. Black liberation and Indigenous sovereignty are at the heart of her work. In
Wake County at Oliver’s AgroForest, Olivia Watkins grows organic shiitake mushrooms on land
that her ancestors purchased and farmed in the 1890s. She plans to raise bees and grow
produce and flowers. A Barnard College alumna with an MBA from NC State University, Watkins
is the fifth generation of her North Carolina family to steward this land. Her focus lies in food
sovereignty, community, and forest conservation. Watkins is cofounder and president of the
Black Farmer Fund.Vera Fabian and Gordon Jenkins started to grow organic vegetables
intensively on their small Piedmont farm, Ten Mothers Farm, in 2015 with hoop houses, no tilling,
and no tractor. Gordon grew up on the West Coast, and Vera is a native North Carolinian. They
trained with some of the country’s best farmers and leaders of the local food movement,
including restaurateur and chef-activist Alice Waters of Chez Panisse in Berkeley, California,
small-scale, sustainable farmers Elliot Coleman and Barbara Damrosch in Harborside, Maine,
and two of the founding farmers of the Carrboro Farmers’ Market, Ken Dawson and Libby Outlaw
in Cedar Grove, North Carolina. “In the young farm scene these days, there are more and more
of us,” says Fabian, who is in her early thirties. “Our customers are part of the local food
movement; they’re choosing to be part of our farm. They might do it because of health or
because they know that the vegetables taste better, but there’s something bigger than just us
that they want to be part of. People are hungry for a different life.”71Finding Our Way Back to
North Carolina Food—A Journey from the Coast to the MountainsEdible North Carolina reveals
the people and places of North Carolina’s contemporary food movement—an intersection of
culinary excellence, creative entrepreneurship, changing populations, historic yet evolving
foodways, the struggle for racial justice and equity, and a commitment to protect and sustain
food resources for generations to come. This collection is written by journalists, farmers, chefs,
entrepreneurs, scholars, and food activists. Its photographs are the work of photographer Baxter



Miller, whose family roots are in Hatteras, and her partner and collaborator, Ryan Stancil, a
native of eastern North Carolina. Together they have documented the state’s diverse foodways,
landscapes, and cultures. If North Carolina has a contemporary spokesperson for food and
place, Chef Vivian Howard is it. Her voice opens this volume with a foreword that is grounded in
the rural eastern North Carolina worlds of her youth. When she returned to North Carolina after
cooking professionally in New York City, Howard began to cook and eat the iconic foods of her
home place again. She realized, “I could speak its language—in fact, it was my native
tongue.”72In coastal North Carolina, a passionate duo brings us to the heart of the state’s
seafood economy—Karen Willis Amspacher, director of the Core Sound Waterfowl Museum and
Heritage Center in Harkers Island, and New Bern native Ricky Moore, chef-owner of Saltbox
Seafood Joint in Durham. Moore’s daily fish offerings are so local, a chalkboard rather than a
printed menu lists the day’s freshest, seasonal offerings from the North Carolina coast.
Amspacher, an eighth-generation [Outer] Banker, argues that North Carolinians should
appreciate local fish from the coast as their rightful inheritance.Moving from the coast to the
coastal plain of eastern North Carolina, Shorlette Ammons, an extension associate at NC State
University’s Center for Environmental Farming Systems, reflects on her experiences as a Black
Country woman from rural North Carolina and how her home place, its people, and the region’s
history forged her relationship to food and farming. Eastern Carolina is the epicenter of industrial
hog production. No southern state has more passionate pig-related activists, educators, small
farm policy advisers, farmers, butchers, pit masters, and wholesalers. The current generation of
leading barbecue makers who consciously choose pasture-raised pork for their venues from
Ayden to Asheville are profiled here by journalist Andrea Weigl, who has written extensively on
pork in North Carolina. Robeson County, on the southern border of the eastern coastal plain, is
the ancestral home of the Lumbee Tribe in North Carolina. Historian Malinda Maynor Lowery
argues that southern foodways are Indigenous foodways and explores the meaning and lived
memory of Lumbee food in her own extended North Carolina family.In the North Carolina
Piedmont, food entrepreneur, writer, and activist April McGreger reflects on eleven years of
operating her award-winning small batch preserves and pickling business and the farmers and
producers who became her community and loyal customers. She asks hard questions about
how dreams for a sustainable food market system have fallen short, and what must change.
Chef Bill Smith, formerly of Crook’s Corner in Chapel Hill, which closed in 2021, tells a powerful
story from this iconic venue in the region’s farm-to-table movement. Bill explores his experience
with Mexican immigration in North Carolina and how a corps of young Latinx men became
critically important workers in North Carolina’s restaurants beginning in the late 1980s. Their
presence shaped the flavor and foundations of North Carolina cuisine, resulting in what writer
Sandra Gutierrez describes as the New Southern Latino culinary movement as it unfolded
around her, a young Latina journalist, wife, and mother living in largely white, suburban Cary,
North Carolina, in the early 1990s.
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William Thompson, “Nice item.. Overall, a good read.”

M. Reynard, “Edible North Carolina. *This book was received as an Advanced Reviewer's Copy
from NetGalley.A book about food, great! A book about food history (and present), even better!
A book about food and food history set in my chosen state, ok, I'm definitely in! If you can't tell, I
was really excited about this book and then much gratified when it was as good as I expected it
to be.Exploring not only the food of North Carolina, it also looks at the sociological, political, and
other impacts that foodways and the people who produce both the raw ingredients and cooked
ingredients impact the landscape of the area. So at the same time where you learn about places
you want to eat (and even get a few recipes along the way as well) you also learn about the
inherent structures, issues, and other factors that go into producing North Carolina's standard
food and/or the struggle it took to get there.This means that the book touches on immigration,
racism, and all the nuances that help develop the food system in North Carolina. The issues
with food scarcity and large agro-business, the impacts of the pandemic, everything is in here.
And it's important to read because a lot of times we take for granted how food makes it to our
table, and especially if we do have privilege, that it makes it there at all without issues many
people face.So if you want to learn about North Carolina food and its history, about the people
currently producing and innovating, and about the different social issues that underly all of these
topics, this is definitely a book to read.Review by M. Reynard 2022”

Nancy, “Eating Local is Important. As a native but displaced North Carolinian this book reached
out to me. So much of my childhood memories revolve around food , especially in the context of
family in Eastern and Piedmont regions of NC.This is a scholarly discussion of food in NC. its
role in society and especially its evolution as we battle climate change and food equity. At times
it was pretty dense reading. The author has some very important ideas to convey particularly in
the afterword. The essays themselves were delightful and I was pleased to see the diversity of
stories included. I hope that this will contribute to cooperation and inclusion is the state's effort
to feed its people, literally and figuratively.The photography was amazing and I felt I would love
to meet the people whose stories were told in the book. The pictures really brought their stories
alive.This is not fundamentally a cookbook but the recipes included were interesting. Not sure I
would make them myself at home but they did illustrate the essays and the food traditions they
chronicle.It was heartening to see all the efforts that are being made in NC to preserve food
heritage and protect the chains of production to provide fresh seasonal food to people. It would
be interesting to see other states versions of this concept.”

Mariah Kallevig, “Decent, but not what it sounds like. I requested this book because the
description made it sound like an actual cookbook sprinkled with some anecdotes or stories
from the authors but that is not what this book is. There is really only about 5 or so recipes



sprinkled throughout the book.This is a book about the food and culture of North Carolina and
how they intertwine and connect with each other throughout history. It is a really good look at
different parts of North Carolina and how certain types of food are related to certain areas of
North Carolina and the history of why.However, this is not a cookbook which is what I was
thinking this book was when I requested it. This is a good book, but it is not a cookbook so the
reader should be aware of that before reading,I received this book free from NetGalley and the
Universtiy of North Carolina Press to review and this is my honest review.4 out of 5 stars”
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